
 

 

 

 

 

We are going to learn all about the seas! But first we need to know the 
difference between the sea and ocean. 

Seas are usually smaller and less deep than oceans.  

An ocean is a much bigger and with salty water that is takes up almost 
70 percent of the total earth's surface. Tgat’s a 
lot! 

What can be found under the sea? 

Different plants, fish and sometimes lost 
treasures can be found at the bottom of the 
sea! 

The sea is filled with salty water and different types of animals can 
survive in that environment! 

Let’s swim through and learn about a few types of sea 
creatures! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                       Sharks 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you think of sharks? Are you scared 
of them, or do you think that they are a 
special creature? 

Sharks really like us humans. They only attack 
if tgey get scamed, akd pgek pe’me fiappikg 
and jumping around in the water, they 
sljetijes tgikh pe’me a seal! 

The Whale Shark is the biggest shark in the 
world. It cak gmlp tl 20 jetems ilkg! Tgat’s 
about 4-5 cars long!  

Did you know that not all sharks live in the sea? 
Well some of them live in rivers, like the Bull 

https://www.coolkidfacts.com/seal-facts/


Shark, the Spear Tooth Shark and the River 
Shark. 

Amazingly they can survive in rivers and sea 
water. 

Did you know that a shark never ever runs out 
of teeth? They have between 5 to 15 rows of 
teeth arranged in layers. 

If a tooth breaks off, another one grows in 
its place within a day. That is incredible. 

Sharks have very good senses. Sometimes a 
sgamh is caiied “a spijjikg klse”, flm its gmeat 
sense of smell. Sharks can easily detect prey 
that is in the sand, as well as at night. 

One good meal is enough tl satisfy a sgamh’s 
hunger. The meal can last a shark for a long 
period because it uses very little energy to 
swim. Some sharks hold food in their stomachs 
without it being digested. If they eat a big 
meal, it can last three or more months! 
 

https://www.coolkidfacts.com/teeth-facts/


                          Whale  

 

Whales are the largest animals to have ever 
lived on Earth; blue whales can grow to over 
30m long and weigh more than 130,000kg – 
tgat’s ilkgem tgak tgmee bnses akd geaoiem 
than three lorries! 

Its tongue weighs as much as an elephant, its 
heart is the size of a car and its blood vessels 
are so wide you could swim through them! To 
communicate with each other, blue whales 
make a series of super-loud vocal sounds. Their 
calls are the loudest of any creature on the 



planet, in fact, and can be heard underwater 
for hundreds of kilometres. 

At birth, blue whale calves measure around 
8m long and weigh a massive 4,000kg! They 
grow quickly, too – for seven to eight months, 
the babies snchie lk tgeim jltgem’s micg, fatty 
milk, and gain around 90kg each day! 

Sadly, with only 10,000-25,000 left in the 
wild, they are now known as an endangered 
species. 

                          Jellyfish  

 

 

 

 

 

Jellyfish have been around for millions of years, 
even before dinosaurs lived on the Earth. 



Pulsing along on our ocean currents, these jelly-
like creatures can be found in waters both cold 
and warm, deep and shallow and along 
coastlines, too. Some jellyfish are clear, but 
others are vibrant colours of pink, yellow, blue 
and purple. They can be bio-lum-ine-scent, too, 
which means they make their own light! 

Jellyfish have no brain, heart, bones or eyes. 
They are made up of a smooth, bag-like body 
and tentacles armed with tiny, stinging cells. 
These incredible invertebrates use their 
stinging tentacles to stun or paralyse prey 
before gobbling it up. 

Tge jeiiyfisg’s jlntg is flnkd ik tge cektme lf 
its body. From this small opening it both eats 
and removes waste. And it serves another 
purpose, too – by squirting a jet of water 
from its mouth, the jellyfish can push forward! 

Ask mum or dad if you can watch this video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oxw6FoUNeT4   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oxw6FoUNeT4


 

What else can be found under the sea? 
Draw them in the space below. 

be found in the sea 



 

Colour by sum 
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Look at the example below and use the 
colouring page on the next page to make your 
own jelly fish.  

 

 



 



Save the toilet rolls and make a cute little 
octopus!  

Colour or paint your toilet rolls any colour you 
like and with any design. Draw on little eyes and 
a smile. Cut the bottom of your toilet roll into 
strips and fold them up to create your 
octopus legs. Remember an octopus has 8 legs! 

 

 

 

 
 


